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Abstract
Active networks (AN) are a rapid evolving area of research and in parallel an area of great industry interest.
However, for this technology to make the step out of the labs and penetrate the market, the security problems have to
be tackled eectively. This paper demonstrates why and how agent technology research, can and should be applied to
active networks, in order to ful®ll the new security challenges this infrastructure poses. First, we identify the key elements of AN, analyze the nature of active code, specify the role of agents in active networks and present a multiexecution environment active network architecture. Then, we target the security threats for active code and execution
environment, and state the basic as well as the extended security requirements. Subsequently, we try to see how we can
apply the security solutions and research done for agents to the context of active networks in order to satisfy their
requirements. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Over the years, computer systems have evolved
from monolithic and centralized computing devices to client-server environments that allow
complex forms of distributed computing. Active
networks (AN) [45] are an evolution of current
dumb passive network carriers, where the level of
abstraction is the protocol, to a more general
programmable network model where the level of
abstraction is raised to APIs for programming the
new network resources. The idea is to move service
code, which traditionally was placed outside the
transport network, directly in network's nodes.
Those nodes allow applications to con®gure them
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optimally for their tasks via open interfaces (programmable networks). Furthermore, those nodes
will be able to compute on data they receive before
they pass them to the next node (active networks).
Network-aware software is expected to change the
way we design and deploy applications and services. Dynamic Quality of Service, Quality of their
Information and optimal exploitation for task
speci®c computations will ¯ourish within the AN
community. The challenge such an infrastructure
poses is to ®nd the right balance among ¯exibility,
performance, robustness, usability and last but not
least security. Sophisticated security challenges
have to be tackled eectively if this technology is
ever to leave the research domain, penetrate the
commercial sector and become widespread. In this
direction, we are convinced that the agent technology can play a signi®cant role.
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Software agents [3] is a rapidly multi-developing area of research since the early 1990s.
Agents can be classi®ed by their characteristics
such as mobility, intelligence, etc. For the active
network case, we are especially interested in mobility but also partially in intelligence. Mobile
agent technology oers a new computing paradigm in which a program in the form of a software agent (intelligent or dumb) can suspend its
execution on a host computer, transport itself to
another agent-enabled host in the network and
resume its execution in that host. The agents can
act on behalf of a user and execute autonomously
according to their internal goals. Today the sophistication of mobile systems has increased tremendously over time as well as their associated
security threats. Agent technology shares common ground with AN, especially, in the domain
of security as we will demonstrate later in this
paper. We are con®dent that a lot of security
problems existing in the AN domain can be
tackled with the use of research results accomplished within the agent domain.
Currently, research eorts to secure active networks such as Smart Packets [30], CONVERSANT [31], SANE [32], Ensemble [33] and ANTS
[46] depend mainly on the usage of cryptography
to provide security services. We will demonstrate
in this paper that cryptography is only one of
many options that can be used alone or in combination with others in order to provide integrated
security solutions for the emerging infrastructure
of AN and cover its needs.
2. Active network infrastructure
2.1. Key elements in the AN Infrastructure
Generally, we can distinguish three key elements in the AN infrastructure:
Execution Environment (EE). This is the place
where the active code executes. The EE oers access to the core node resources via a policy-controlled scheme. This can be for instance a mobile
agent system that takes care of the execution of
an agent. Other EEs can coexist such as ANTS,
ALIEN etc.

Active Code (AC). This is the code that is actually executed in the EE of the node. The code
could be written in any general-purpose language
e.g., Java, C, etc, as long as the EE supports it or
even contain references to code already installed in
the active node. By execution in the EE, the code
programs the node according to user preferences.
Active Code Carrier (ACC). The active code is
carried from the source host to the destination
host. There are two ways of actually moving the
code to the target node known as the in-band and
out-band programming methods.
In the in-band programming method the active
code is integrated into every packet of data sent to
the AN node (also known as the capsule approach
[49]). The EE on the node executes the program
and adopts the functionality of the node for the
speci®c packet or the speci®c ¯ow. This approach
is the most ¯exible one but these programs are very
small due to the size limitation of the packets.
That, in addition to the transport overhead, makes
the programmability based on capsules limited,
especially in connection-oriented communication
environments like ATM where re-con®guration/
programming of the AN nodes is needed much less
frequently than processing a packet payload.
On the contrary, in the out-band programming
method the active code is injected in the AN
node in a dierent session from the actual data
packets that it aects. The user could install the
desired code any time on the node. This code
would then execute based on internal (e.g., according to node's EE schedule) or external (e.g.,
user activation command) events and program
the node to process the desired data selectively.
The data is recognized by speci®c tags or even by
categorization, e.g., all data coming from a speci®c node. The agent approach which is discussed
in this paper falls within the out-band programming category.
2.2. The nature of active code
Active code can have dierent characteristics.
It can be:
Stateless. AC is a dumb program that is simply
transferred from node to node where it is executed
every time from the beginning.
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Statefull. Here the AC maintains its state while
it traverses the network and can make decisions
based on that state. This gives a dynamic nature to
the AC as it can stop its execution in one node and
continue it in another with respect to environmental conditions.
Stationary. The AC permanently resides within
one node, takes requests via speci®ed interfaces
and then programs the active node.
Mobile. The AC can freely move around from
node to node at its own will and according to its
internal goals.
By combining the statefull and the mobile attributes, our AC obtains the characteristics of a
mobile agent. Mobile agents can move around and
execute tasks autonomously and according to their
goals which can be dynamically changed. Furthermore, mobile agents can also be intelligent,
and that makes them even more interesting for
AN. An intelligent piece of code that moves
around as AC can be considered as the most advanced form of AC. All other forms derive from
this one by combining some but not all characteristics mentioned within the intelligent and mobile agent research domain [26].
2.3. The role of agents in active networks
It is important to clarify that an agent can be an
AC or not. Agents can slip easily in the role of AC,
but also serve as middleware technology. No
matter which one of the approaches described
below we take, almost the same security requirements have to be ful®lled. Agents can be used in
two ways in AN:
As active code carriers. Agents could be the
vehicle that transports the code to be executed in
the active node and modify its behavior. One could
wonder, why on earth do so? The answer lies on
the nature of agents. They have several characteristics such as fault tolerance, intelligence, etc,
which could be utilized in order to achieve an aim.
It is not very dicult to imagine the following
scenario: an agent is dispatched with mission to
carry code to be placed into a list of active nodes
so that a network-wide service can be realized.
Furthermore the agent should set the security
context within which this active code can be
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modi®ed/used/accessed in this node and return
back to its owner with a result report. Doing this
operation with the RPC-paradigm would require
network availability as well as node availability.
On the contrary, with agent technology network,
availability is not a requirement anymore since the
agent can execute autonomously, control its environment and act in the right time according to its
goals. Furthermore, if data changes while the
agent is in transition (e.g., a node on agent's list
requests that another node which is not on the list
should also have the speci®ed code), it is easier for
the agent to adapt its behavior without human
intervention. Agents as carriers is a solution for
heterogeneous environments where agents and
code to be executed on active nodes are written in
dierent languages.
As active code. Here agents are not the quasidump carriers, but they are the actual actors. They
control directly node operation and con®guration.
The agent itself is the active code that executes in
the EE and programs the active node.
2.4. A multi-EE active network architecture
The architecture of a multi-EE active node is
presented in Fig. 1. Please note that one of the EEs
is the agent EE in which AC is realized as an agent.
The main components of such an architecture
constitute of:

Fig. 1. Multi-EE active node architecture.
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A programmable router. The router is accessed
via an API for dynamic programming of it resources. The open node interface represents the
abstraction of the router resources ranging from
computational resources (CPU, memory, etc.) to
packet forwarding resources (bandwidth, buer,
etc).
The NodeOS. This is the operating system
running on each node (router) in an AN. The
NodeOS provides the basic functionality from
which the EEs built the abstractions presented to
the active applications. The architecture of the
NodeOS and its functionality is outlined in detail
by the AN Node Operating System (Node OS)
Working Group [34]. Let us mention that the
NodeOS could also be a non AN speci®c OS like
Unix or Windows NT, etc.
Execution environments are on top of the NodeOS, making use of its services. As noted [35] the
functionality of the active network node is divided
among the Node OS, the EEs and the active applications. The architecture allows multiple EEs of
various providers to co-exist and be present on a
single active node. Each EE (e.g., ANTS [46],
ALIEN [47], Agent EE) exports a programming
interface or virtual machine that can be programmed or controlled by third party code. The
NodeOS manages the resources of the node. One
of the EEs is the mobile agent EE where agents
execute when they visit the node. The applications
are able to access all the services oered by the
EEs. Usually an application is bounded to one EE
but we can foresee applications that will take advantage of the various characteristics of more than
one EE and possibly combine their services.
Active code. Modules that execute in the EEs
(agents in the case of agent EE) and via the facilities oered to them program the active node.
3. Threats in an active network infrastructure
Active networking supplies the users with the
ability to download and execute code within a
node. That is, by its nature, a security-critical activity. In such an infrastructure, the security implications are far more complex than in current
static environments. In AN, the author of the ac-

tive code, the user who deploys it, the owner of the
node hardware, the owner of the execution platform (or even the execution place) can be dierent
entities governed by dierent security policies and
possibly competitive interests. In such a heterogeneous environment security becomes an extremely
sensitive issue.
AC is transferred in some way to the node or is
itself mobile, e.g., in the form of a mobile agent.
Therefore, the attacks that AC and also the EE are
susceptible to are more than those in current passive networks.
In general we can have:
· Misuse of execution environment by the active
code,
· Misuse of active code by other active code,
· Misuse of active code by the execution environment,
· Misuse of active code and/or execution environment by the underlying network infrastructure.
Finally, a combination of the above categories
is possible. This kind of attack (the complex and
collaborative ones) is very dicult to detect, not to
mention prevent or eectively tackle. Classical
examples include the co-operation of various hosts
and ACs against another EE or AC.
3.1. Misuse of execution environment by the active
code
Malicious AC while executing in an EE can
exploit security weaknesses in the host. It can
perform attacks such as:
Masquerading. An AC may claim the identity of
a trusted AC and therefore, be granted access to
resources that is not entitled to. Such AC besides
being objected to false security schemes can also
badly damage the reputation of a legitimate AC in
the community.
Denial of service. Malicious ACs may overuse
intentionally all resources and services provided by
the EE and degrade system performance. As a
result, the platform cannot satisfy legitimate requests from other ACs. Furthermore, if e.g., the
security service is blocked, further security breakouts could be introduced.
Unauthorized access. An AC that manages to
bypass the authentication stage can harm the EE.
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With various tricks or false language implementations [36], an AC can bypass authorization and
authentication stages and obtain access to private
data.
Complex attacks. Here, more than one AC cooperate in order to attack a host. These are the
most dicult attacks as they are strategically
planned and can be event triggered. These collaborative kinds of attacks are very dicult to identify not to mention to deal with.
3.2. Misuse of AC by other AC
These sets of threats are also very critical because of the variety of victims. An AC can perform
various attacks against another AC including:
Repudiation. An AC can deny participation in a
transaction or a communication, although this has
actually taken place. An EE cannot prevent such
an action but can provide sucient evidence to
assist with the resolution of such cases.
Masquerading. In the case of an AC to AC
communication, one of the parties may try to
disguise its identity and deceive the other one.
Masquerading harms both the victim AC and the
AC whose identity is being assumed.
Denial of service. An AC can send spamming
messages to another AC or false requests to keep it
busy and degrade the CPU power, disk space or
AC's response time.
Unauthorized access. An AC not properly authenticated and authorized can directly interfere
with another AC and perform various attacks,
e.g., change AC's internal state, access/change its
data, trap an AC and modify its con®guration
parameters or internal goals, steal info, etc.
3.3. Misuse of active code by the execution
environment
An EE or node has complete control over the
execution of an AC. Therefore, it can perform
attacks such as:
Masquerading. An EE can masquerade as another EE in order to deceive an AC and obtain its
sensitive information. If the AC cannot reliably
verify the EE and it trusts the false environment it
is given, it will surely be an easy target.
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Denial of service. A malicious EE may ignore
AC requests or introduce unacceptable delays to
services. Deleting an AC or suspending it for enough time so that the operations the AC wanted to
perform are not valid any more or have no
meaning is an example.
Eavesdropping. The EE can monitor external/
internal communications of the AC including every instruction executed by the AC. Therefore, it
has access to all unencrypted or public data the
AC carries. So, it can for instance, invade its privacy by fully accessing AC's memory space and
acquiring info like electronic money, secret keys,
etc.
Data and state manipulation. A malicious EE
can manipulate data and/or state of the AC and
therefore, interfere with AC's normal execution or
even worse control and guide AC's execution
based on falsely given perspective of environment.
Furthermore, the EE can interfere with AC's
communications and alter them.
Cloning. Cloning an AC and then using the
clone to analyze the original AC and its objectives
is another type of attack.
We mentioned above the main threats that exist
in an AN infrastructure. Of course, a combination
of them makes it even more dicult to prevent or
deal successfully with it. All above mentioned security breakouts are performed when an AC is
interacting with an EE. The AC relies on the EE to
transport its code safely and securely to the desired
host or execute it correctly, and that places an
amount of trust to the EE anyway.
3.4. Misuse of AC and/or EE by the underlying
network infrastructure (external misuse)
Threats exist also while the AC traverses the
network from host to host. One external attacker
could perform all kind of attacks such as masquerade, denial of service, unauthorized access, copy
and replay, alteration, etc. A not so super®cial
scenario is the following: EEs are run by a user,
e.g., in a Unix host. By miscon®guration, the user
that runs the EE allows other users to access and
modify the ®les that are stored on disk, e.g., the
policy ®les. Then, another user (local or even remote via compromised WWW scripts) could easily
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change the policy ®le and allow his AC to execute
with full access rights. The diculty with these
kinds of attacks is that they cannot be dealt with at
all, as they use resources not controlled directly by
the speci®c product (in this case the EE). A
product that runs in a Unix environment is vulnerable to all kind of attacks via the security holes
of the Unix system. Such kinds of attacks cannot
be predicted by the designer of the EE or the AC
and are also out of the scope of this paper.
4. Security requirements of the active network
infrastructure
AN aim at allowing third party entities such as
users or applications to insert code to the network
and customize its behavior for their speci®c needs.
Opening up the networks is a straightforward approach to the evolution of current static nets.
However, there is a drawback and that is called
security. Security problems have to be dealt with
successfully if the AN are ever to leave the research
area and be successfully applied to the real world.
Unfortunately, security is not a simple testable
property like a Boolean variable's true or false
value. There are variable levels of security as it also
obeys the golden rule ``one size does not ®t all''.
Security has many parameters to be considered
and each one of them has the power to jeopardize
the whole system if it is not correctly handled.
Therefore, a variety of security requirements has
to be addressed.
4.1. General security requirements of active networks
The AN infrastructures come with a double
status; that of a legacy networks (e.g., data transportation) and that of a highly programmable
network model adjustable on the ¯y to applicationspeci®c requirements. Thus, the spectrum of threats
for such a new network model is extended. It includes not only the threat models of the legacy node
and network systems, but also those of general
purpose computing engines (e.g., safeness). We try
here to recognize most of these problems in both.
The basic requirements for a secure network are:

Privacy/con®dentiality. Private data of the active code should remain private. Information is
only disclosed to users authorized to access it. No
third party should be able to acquire info, by
monitoring or other kind of sning/hacking
techniques, about this data without permission
from the active code and via purpose-speci®c interfaces. This covers the cases when the code executes in an AN node and when it is transferred
from node to node. Both communication and execution environment should satisfy these needs.
Integrity. The active code as well its transport
within the network should be protected from unauthorized or accidental modi®cations. Information (data and code) should be modi®ed only by
users who have the right to do so and only in
authorized ways. If such a goal is not feasible in all
situations it should at least be possible to detect
tampering after it has occurred and before the AC
can cause any harm by executing maliciously.
Accountability and non-repudiation. Users are
accountable for their security relevant actions. A
particular case of accountability is non-repudiation where responsibility for an action cannot be
de-coupled from the action itself, e.g., be denied or
be modi®ed. Every interaction with the system and
its entities should be uniquely identi®ed, authenticated and audited.
Availability. The use of the AN node and of
its services should not be maliciously denied to
authorized users. Furthermore, resource management, controlled concurrency, deadlock management, multi-access, detection and recovery
from faulty states or endless loops should be
tackled.
Authentication. In a heterogeneous networking
environment such as that of the AN, we have to
distinguish and securely authenticate the entities
that want to inject code into our AN nodes. Successful authentication is the ®rst basic step that we
can use to make critical decisions. Authentication
guarantees that the system entities are the ones
they claim to be.
Access control and authorization. We have to
specify what are the access rights of the code in our
system. That means, we have to explicitly state
what the code can do or what the code cannot do.
Via authorization, we control every action that the
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active code tries to execute and based on the policy
we allow or deny it. The authorization mechanism
relies on successful authentication as the basis to
perform its goal.
Secure communication. Intra- and inter-EE and
AC communication has to be secured. This covers
both the transportation of AC from EE to EE as
well as the exchange of messages in order to accomplish its goals.
Quality of service. This is not straightforward
because it does not apply in general and is partially
ful®lled by the ``availability'' requirement mentioned before. However, we consider it signi®cant.
Some applications require a certain amount of
bandwidth or a certain amount of memory in order to function properly. Therefore, they have
some minimal requirements from the underlying
infrastructure, which should be met in order to
function as designed. By compromising those
minimal requirements, the application might behave in an unpredictable way and this will lead to
further security violations. Guaranteeing some
notion of QoS would limit the number and nature
of many security violations and would add ¯exibility to easier handle the remaining ones.
4.2. Active network extended security requirements
AN provide new challenges in the security experts. Their extended security requirements are
presented below:
Trusted identi®cation of active node neighbors. It
is necessary to be able to securely identify dynamically the neighbor nodes. This will help to not
only prevent spoo®ng attacks but also provide
proof and accountability in cases of malicious actions. This calls for digital certi®cates, which the
nodes can present in order to authenticate themselves.
Veri®cation of the EE. The AC should have the
ability to verify the environment where it executes.
EEs should also be able to perform such a veri®cation in case we want to set-up a virtual private
network of EEs [37]. The veri®cation process could
take place before the AC is installed in the node
(using trusted services in another node) or even
during runtime. The AC may contain private data
or may even be environment sensitive and release
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info based on its internal list of goals. Therefore,
the veri®cation of the EE is necessary for building
secure infrastructures.
Secure transition/distribution of code from node
to node. We have to make sure that the active code
is transmitted securely from one node to the other.
Also facts like integrity, alterations, etc. have to be
taken in account. Today industry's de facto standard protocols like SSL [41] or TLS [42] can be
used for this kind of operations.
Policy-based active code installation/de-installation. After the arrival of the active code carrier in
the node, it should be checked whether it has access to install the AC to the node. The active code
could be run immediately or installed in a local
database for future usage. It should be guaranteed
that only trusted users install or remove software
on the node.
Policy-based active code invocation. Once the
AC is installed in the node database, we need a
policy scheme to say who can access this piece of
code and under which policy conditions. Preinstalled pieces of code in the node could also be
seen as extended libraries or services. Other ACs
may require results from these components in order to achieve the goals. In that case, we have to
specify which code has the rights to execute preinstalled node components and make use of their
feedback. The policy could be set by the node or
EE administrator, or even by the user who originally installed the code there. By being able to
invoke other components we have more lightweight active code (since parts of services can be
found dynamically at runtime and not be implemented in one big program) and we promote security (the pre-installed code could be set there by
the node administrator who has tested it thoroughly).
Active code revocation. We should be able to
maintain locally and network wide a list with revoked ACs. If a piece of AC behaves maliciously
then the node administrator would forbid it to execute although its credentials (the user that signed
it) may be valid. This could be done for various
other reasons, e.g., we forbid execution of ACs
coming from competing companies. These black
lists could be pulled from/pushed in a central
point within the network for network-wide usage.
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Policy-based access to the node's resources. The
managed resources in an AN node include: processor cycles, OS resources, memory, disk storage,
input and output bandwidth, cryptographic hardware, other services and APIs which could be used
via a dynamic policy based scheme. By controlling
resource usage, we might be able to tackle partially
problems like denial of service attacks.
Runtime access control for active code execution.
When an AC executes we have to authorize every
call it makes to system resources and services. That
gives us the ability to provide ¯exible policies and
dierent levels of access based on the author or the
user of the code. Anonymous code will run in a
sandbox with limited privileges, contrary to veri®ed code, which can have special access to resources. Furthermore, the whole procedure should
be dynamic in order to provide better response of
the network to environmental conditions.
Prevent unauthorized interactions between EEs.
Multiple EEs of the same or dierent type can
coexist within the same node. We should make
sure that these EEs do not aect each other and
that the code executed in each of them does not
result in unauthorized interactions with the code
executed in another EE. This is the sandbox idea
but this time between EEs. Each EE should have
its own resources and manage them according to
its needs. Preventing unauthorized interactions
between various ACs that execute within an EE is
EE's responsibility.
Network-wide management of security. There
should be a way to enforce a policy or apply on the
¯y policy changes on the whole network automatically and with minimal human interference.
This calls for mechanisms that support a distributed way of propagating policy or even support
for a centralized policy. We have here two extremes. In the distributed scheme, each node has
its own policy while in the centralized scheme each
node pulls the policy from a central server. Of
course there are other possible schemes that take
advantage of both ways, e.g., co-existence of policies that could be pulled from or pushed to a third
trusted node (not the central server). In that
scheme, one could have policy references from
node to node (a WWW connection style of policies). This eases the segmentation of the network

to policy domains and simpli®es the creation of
virtual private networks with common policy
schemes. In any case, this should be transparent to
the network administrator.
Secure auditing. We should audit events occurring in the base of active node services as well as
the events occurring because of actions taken by
the AC. Decomposing auditing activity in this
way, allows the active node base code to be simpler
as it does not have to implement complex handling
of audit messages. Audit logs should be securely
stored possibly in a distributed scheme [38] (better
survivability to attacks) and access to them should
be policy based. Apart from the node audit, the
active code may perform its own auditing and
possibly report it via an interface to the node's
audit facilities.
Safe code execution. This is a dicult goal to
achieve. We have to make sure that the code that
executes in a node executes correctly. There could
be code that comes from trusted users, but that
does not execute safely and compromises intentionally or unintentionally node security. Mechanisms that guarantee safe AC execution have to be
used.
Dynamic policy schemes. It is desirable to have a
dynamic way of managing access to the node and
the network resources. The access policy should
not be only a static Boolean result (access denied
or accepted) but should be able to vary, in time or
in a network-speci®c way. For instance, use of
bandwidth resources should be more expensive (or
require a higher privilege) to invoke during heavy
load of the node. The economy based approach in
which the AC has to pay for the resources it
consumes might be just the right approach for the
AN community.
Persistence. This service should exist within the
node. During node shutdown the node should
suspend all ACs and then, after rebooting, reactivate them and continue its normal operation.
Otherwise, due to an accidental node reboot the
AC could be lost forever. Persistence service provides a more reliable and fault tolerant active
network infrastructure.
Prede®ned node manipulation. Many network
operators are very much concerned with the idea
of executing code within a node, mainly because of
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the obvious or hidden drawbacks such an action
carries. Thus, there is a need that speci®c interfaces
are provided to the users via which they can interact with the node in prede®ned ways. The network operator itself installs the necessary code and
services in the node and allows the user to call this
code with prede®ned (and well tested) parameters.
Although again we have code executing, we can
predict the result of this execution since the node's
status will change to one of the prede®ned ones. In
order to make this idea more clear we can think of
the following scenario: a user wants to install a
compression ®lter for video transmission. Instead
of providing his own implementation, the user
calls the code already installed by the administrator with parameters that satisfy his goal, e.g.,
VideoCompression halgorithmi h®nal_formati
htimei.
Now the node administrator knows that the
user has programmed the node in a speci®c and
already known way. This can be seen as a hybrid
approach since active code is executed (active
network) but actually the node is manipulated via
prede®ned interfaces (programmable network).
Hierarchically structured security services. Node
security services should be designed and implemented in a hierarchical way so that they serve as
basis for the development of more sophisticated
services provided either by the node or by the
applications. Such services include cryptographic
services, resource access control, secure multiplexing services, etc., all in their simple form.
Based on these services, an AN developer could
use and combine them in a Lego-like way in order
to oer new, optimized or customized APIs and
services.
Support for anonymous principals. The existence
of security should not be a drawback in the support of anonymity. We cannot expect everyone to
sign the code he wants to execute in an AN node as
the public key infrastructure (PKI) has not yet
expanded as expected. Of course, since via policy
we set access rights and this policy is mostly
identity-based, an anonymous identity will have
much less access rights than a normal user.
Anonymous code will generally be considered as
non-trusted code and be run within a sandbox
with minimal access rights. Therefore, we position
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ourselves positively to the anonymous support and
to selective control of its capabilities via policy.
Target speci®c code distribution. The code is
encrypted and will be used only by the intended
node or even better by the intended EE. A mechanism should exist that will allow the active code
to select the EEs or nodes it executes in. If the AC
falls into the hands of a non-intended party then,
the code should be useless and not reveal private
info.
5. Applying agent security to AN
Having presented the threat model, we will try
here to see how we can deal with these problems.
We will now present solutions that can be used in
order to tackle the AC to EE, EE to AC and AC to
AC attacks. Speci®cally, we will demonstrate existing methods of protecting (a) the EE and (b) the
AC from the majority of all possible attacks. We
will also try shortly to comment on these methods
and their pros and cons.
5.1. Protecting the execution environment
By applying the agent technology to AN we
now have an EE which is a place or an agency as
de®ned in the MASIF [22] standard. The basic
point is that ACs should not interfere with each
other or with the EE. Therefore, both should be
isolated or communicate only via well-known and
de®ned interfaces. For this reason, the standard
solution is a security manager. Via a security
manager implementation, a number of conventional techniques can be realized. Such techniques
include cryptographic methods to encrypt/decrypt
info or to authenticate EE and AC, audit mechanisms to log security-relevant events and intelligent
®lters that can analyze that info and take decisions, mechanisms to control access to system resources and mechanisms that isolate processes
from one another. Since AC can be a stationary or
mobile agent, we can now apply new techniques
that have appeared in last years.
Signed code. AC is signed at least with one
digital signature. The authority that signs the code
can be the author of the code, the user who
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deployed it or even node administrators. With a
digital signature, we can then verify that the code
is from the person that it claims (authenticity) and
that it has not been tampered with (integrity). A
security manager uses, after successful authentication, the authority of the AC in order to make
authorization decisions before runtime or, most
usually dynamically at runtime. Access rights are
granted usually based on per-identity basis or per
group/role basis [28] (in that case the identity is
member of that group). The security manager may
require that more than one entities have signed the
AC in order to grant access to resources. Of
course, digital signatures require the existence of a
PKI, since certi®cates containing the identity of an
entity and its public key have to be issued, distributed, veri®ed and revoked.
It is important to state that a signed AC only
guarantees that it comes from the authority it
claims, but this method cannot guarantee that the
AC will execute without fault or errors. Unfortunately, for many users the signed code has gone
beyond the stage of authenticity and is a form of
trust in the software itself, which is rather dangerous.
Furthermore, only the static parts of the AC
can be signed. The code can be assumed to be
static, however, state and variables are dynamic
and change during execution or per hop of AC.
State appraisal. If the AC is an agent, then, it
carries its state also while traversing from node to
node. The state appraisal [4] is a mechanism that
allows the AC to decide what privileges it will need
at a particular EE. The approach allows automatic
detection of those manipulations that put an AC
into unacceptable state. It relies on the fact that
the state appraisal functions belong to the immutable part of an AC, whose integrity is protected.
The EE uses these functions to verify the correct
state of the incoming AC and to grant the necessary privileges.
Safe code interpretation. The idea here is, that
dangerous commands can be made safe or denied
for visiting AC. The EE interprets the AC and in
this way, it has ®ne-grained control and can examine each instruction or statement and decide
whether to execute it or not. Note that safety offered by this approach depends on the security

policy implemented by the interpreter. JAVA is a
type-safe language by design. However, various
implementations of it have failed to enforce it
properly [21]. Other safe interpreter systems include SafeTcl [18], AgentTcl [17], OCaml [19],
PLAN [20] and SafetyNet [48]. The drawback of
this approach is the performance overhead when
contrasted with compiled machine code.
Fault isolation. This technique, also known as
sandboxing [15], isolates the memory domains
where the program executes. Access is allowed
only to the speci®c memory addresses and to data
and code segments within their distinct fault domain. In that way, even programs in non-trusted
languages such as C can be executed safely. The
earlier versions of JAVA followed this approach.
It provides AC safety with higher performance
than the interpretation technique discussed previously.
Proof carrying code (PCC). The PCC [27] is a
very promising approach that obliges the AC author to prove that the program possesses safety
properties stipulated by the code consumer. Instruction overhead of sandboxing and policy
checking can now be avoided. However, the platform independence is sacri®ced in order to gain
performance, but the bene®ts seem to outweigh
this disadvantage.
Path histories. This approach [16] uses an authenticatable log of the previously visited EE in
order to help the newly visited EE in decisions
such as, whether to execute the AC and what resource constraints to apply. Once more, this
technique can detect tampering but the ®nal decisions rely on the EE and whether it trusts the other
EEs already visited by the AC.
Resource management. We want to protect the
resources of the EE from unauthorized usage or
even set some quality of service constraints. There
are methods [29] that provide such selective and
policy-based usage of resources. Another popular
approach is the economy-oriented one where the
AC has some electronic cash and it pays for the
resources it uses. This approach guarantees that at
some point the AC will stop executing (due to lack
of cash) or use the resources wisely (since it has to
pay per use). Other approaches [1,2] make direct
modi®cations to the JAVA virtual machine (JVM)
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in order to add customized resource management.
In this way, we can avoid or limit denial of service
attacks.
5.2. Protecting the active code
Protecting the AC in its agent form is a dicult
task to achieve. Here, we cannot apply the traditional security mechanisms because it is simply not
normal that the execution environment attacks the
application (AC is the application within the AN
domain). Within the agent research domain this
kind of threat is more or less tackled and the results can be used also in the AN area. With respect
to the autonomy and free roaming of the AC we
have the following general purpose techniques:
Partial result encapsulation. Here, the results of
the actions of the AC are encapsulated. By encapsulating the results, we cannot prevent the EE
from misbehaving but at least we are able to detect
tampering afterwards and take the appropriate
actions. In order to minimize the amount of data
to be encrypted sliding encryption [5] can be used.
Another method is to use partial result authentication codes (PRAC [6]). In addition, the EE could
be asked to encapsulate [7] the results while AC
traverses the node. Furthermore, a platform-oriented technique based on improved PRAC has
been developed [8].
Shared secrets and cooperation. Here, the idea is
that the AC's itinerary is recorded and tracked by
another cooperating AC and vice-versa [9] in order
to support each other. An AC does not possess all
the elements needed to ful®ll the task alone. By
dividing a task between two ACs there is better
chance to detect malicious behavior of EE. One of
the ACs has to execute in a trusted EE and securely communicate with the other one. The
scheme can be easily generalized to more than two
cooperating ACs. In another approach [10], in
order to perform a task we use multiple replicas of
that AC. Although many replicas might be destroyed by malicious EEs, enough replicas will
remain to bring the desired task to its end. This
technique ensures that at least one AC will reach
its destination and possibly ful®ll its goals. This
approach shares similarities with the path histories
method mentioned before, but extended with fault
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tolerant capabilities. Furthermore, it applies only
to scenarios where AC can be duplicated without
problems. Here, survivability of AC is the main
aim (suitable military applications), even with the
obvious drawbacks of resource over-consumption
and task repetitiveness.
Execution tracing. The EE has a non-repudiatable log where operations of the AC are logged
and signed by the EE. With this technique [11] we
are able to detect unauthorized modi®cations of
code and state. The traces are used in order to
identify the malicious EE if suspicious results occur. This method, although designed for the AC,
provides also some sort of protection to the EE if
traces of the involved EEs can be obtained and
analyzed.
Environmental key generation ± clueless AC.
This technique [12] concentrates in designing AC
in such a way that upon detecting an environmental variable, a key is generated and is used to
unlock some cryptographically protected executable code. A third party that reads the AC's code
cannot uncover the triggering mechanism. One
problem with this approach is that you can actually modify the EE (if you have access to the
source code) and instead of executing the code
after removing protection, you just print it or save
it in a ®le. As said before, this assumes access to
the source of the EE which is not the general case
for commercial programs. Furthermore, this approach does not provide privacy nor guarantees
the integrity of the code during execution, but is
well suited for event-triggered actions based on
environmental sensing.
Computing with encrypted functions/data. Here
[13] the idea is that AC passes to the EE an enciphered function to execute. The EE cannot decipher the original function that AC wants to
compute. This approach dierentiates between the
function and the program that implements that
function. The goal is to encrypt functions in such a
way that their transformation can again be implemented as programs. Similar is the approach of
computing with encrypted data.
Obfuscated code. The idea behind this approach
[14] relies on obfuscation which is a mechanism
that transforms an application into one that is
functionally identical but much more dicult to
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understand and therefore to attack. After an AC
protection interval, the AC sensitive info becomes
invalid and is useless. The drawbacks of the approach is that (a) it can be used only for temporary
data that can be invalidated, (b) it cannot use any
external libraries (this would contradict obfuscation) and (c) a meaningful optimal interval has to
be found (this is task speci®c).
AC self encryption. This approach is based on
the idea of creating secure channels between EEs
via traditional cryptograhic means. An AC can
encrypt itself or critical parts of itself using destination EE's public key. Then the ciphertext is
put in a clearcode wrapper that transports the
AC to the destination EE. On arrival there, the
AC decrypts and executes. This approach guarantees the secure transition to selected EEs (as
only there the code can be decrypted) but requires that each EE (or node) has a pair of
public/private keys.
Privacy sought via this approach can be accomplished also without encryption although all
code bits are sent in clearform over normal networks. The idea in this approach [43] is that by
``chang and winnowing'' data streams the attacker cannot ®nd out which bits belong to which
stream and only the intended receiver is able to
®lter out the meaningful bits.
Dedicated hardware/smartcards. With the use of
tamper-resistant and veri®able hardware [25] it is
possible to protect the AC. For instance, a tamper
resistant smartcard with a cryptographic co-processor can be attached to the node. Smartcards
provide a trusted EE where security functions can
be outsourced. AC can send security sensitive code
fragments to the smartcard and execute there. It is
obvious that smartcard manufacturers should be
an independent entity in the whole process. Usage
of smartcards is not panacea as they face their own
security problems [23].
Anonymous/untraceable AC support. The AC
can itself implement encryption functions and
services. AC can implement Chaum's MIX [24]
nodes that hide the correlation between incoming
and outgoing AC. In this way, it is possible to
deploy anonymous ACs that traverse the network
and report back to their origin, without revealing
their identity to the recipient. Anonymous ACs, of

course, will probably be given minimal (if any)
access rights from EE administrators.
6. Summary and conclusions
We have presented here an approach that tries
to combine two domains, that of AN and that of
agent technology. Both domains share common
ground, especially, when it comes to the security
issues. The AC that executes within the AN nodes
can be seen in its most advanced form as an intelligent mobile agent. Therefore, we can apply
most of the security techniques developed from the
agent community and tackle successfully similar
issues in ANs. As agents penetrate the AN infrastructure with a double status (as active code and
as active code carriers) it is evident how complementary both approaches are.
We have analyzed the nature of AC and presented the key elements within a multi-EE AN
node architecture. Then we tried to focus on the
security threats that exist in such a heterogeneous
environment in AC to AC, AC to EE and EE to
AC relations. In all cases, most of common security attacks can be accomplished. Subsequently, we
set the most obvious requirements of AN and tried
to explore the agent-based solutions that eectively deal with the threats identi®ed above.
We are convinced that by applying the agent
technology to ANs many more advantages [39] can
be obtained than just those presented here, relevant to the security sector. It is very likely that
agent technology will play an important role in the
development and expansion of active networks.
The basic characteristics of agents such as mobility, autonomy and intelligence can push networks
to become ``open'', active and more powerful.
Because agent technology advances continuously
and has made signi®cant contributions in the area
of code mobility and security, it would not be wise
to ignore this fact and try to reinvent the wheel
every time in every new approach we take. Seraphim [44] and BANG [40] partially integrate the
agent approaches proposed here and aim at
proving the advantages agents can bring to ANs.
By integrating solutions already tested in other
domains, we can build on top of these and provide
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more sophisticated approaches, that tackle the
ever increasing complex security attacks.
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